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Dialogue
· Volume 43 Issue 2

Editor's Note
"Words are weird:'
I didn't think much of this phrase as David Bazan mumbled it repeatedly throughout
his show at the Ladies Literary Club last winter. Typical stage banter, I thought. But for some
reason it stuck with me.
One year later, I'm taking Literary Theory and Criticism, and we're discussing language
as a metaphor of a metaphor of a metaphor, and how this thought forms the very basis of
language, concepts, and perception-the way humans interpret the world around us. I say car,
and while I might be thinking about a grey Honda Civic, you might be thinking about a red
Ford Festiva. But the diversity of interpretations of a word as simple as car is what makes it so
significant in the first place. Our definition of this word exists in the realm of conception, and
we are dependent upon it despite its defects.
I was told that if language were perfect, then we would have no need for literature or
visual art (since visual art is another form of communication). If it were perfect, we would
have a different word for every single thing, and every single thing would have one meaning
that stayed the same, unchanging. However, the fact that it is flawed and therefore complicated
is exactly what makes it so beautiful. I believe that is why it feels so good to find someone
who understands us. Why we're stressed, why we're crying, why we're laughing-because it is
impossible to say anything exactly how we mean it, but for some reason, there are people who
understand regardless.
This is why I am so passionate about Dialogue. Why I hope you, Dear Reader, are
passionate about Dialogue, too. Because these are the words of your peers, professors, alumnifolks putting their works out there knowing they might be misinterpreted or criticized. It's done
in the hopes that there are those who will understand. That someone will empathize with the
experience of digging through the past and discovering something more. That someone will
agree that our best years are often times the hardest we've ever faced. That someone else finds
bathroom etiquette to be as strange and awkward as the person beside you.
Because words are weird. But there is a funny way in which the weirdness can create room
for solidarity. A space for community. A space for dialogue.

Enjoy,

Mag Kim
Co-editor

Diqtggk!~
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Twenty-First Century Tomb Raiding
Sabrina Lee
My sister's high school history project is stupid; a search for "a historical artifact" that is designed
more to waste precious spring break hours than to cultivate a sense of reverence towards the past. The
mere fact that it will be graded cheapens any aspect of nobility, but we hold our breath and plunge
into my great-grandmother's bedroom-left untouched since she died eleven years ago. Our vivacity dazzles the dust, the yellowed curtains, the mirrm; which has stood empty for too long. Even after
all these years, our timidity, my sister's and mine, has worn off only slightly. We tread carefully. This
room, in a basement of dark corners, was always a mystery. Although there used to be stale cookiebiscuits in strange, foreign tins waiting for us, rarely did we cross this threshold when we were little.
Instead, we played upstairs, and the only words we spoke to my great-grandmother were ones my father
coached us to say as we waited for her to answer the doorbell. Nei ho ma? How are you? I can still
feel her chopsticks digging into the roof of my mouth, stuffing in food until I can hardly swallow. And
I can smell the fish gruel she once made me for breakfast, a meal that turned my mother, pregnant with
my sister, gagging from the room.
As my sister (now the one more likely to experiment with a fishy breakfast) searches the drawers
for documents (old passports, letters written on translucent leaves of airmail pape1; a handwritten and
crudely bound Chinese-English phrasebook), I find a framed, golden and grinning, longevity man
shrouded within the folds of silk. Since he was given to my great-grandmother on her 70th birthday, I
suppose that his charm ran out after twenty years.
Mr. Longevity Man, look at you. With your crinkled staff Your white beard masquerading wisdom. Wipe that complacent smile off your face. Don't you know that your ward wasted away in a
nursing home? Do you not see her buried next to her husband and her son, their tombstones carved in
a language I cannot read? But he keeps on grinning, so I tuck him back in his drawer.
When I creak open the closet doors, I find the photograph albums stacked next to old records
of Beijing opera. There are six in all. A thick wire spiral binds the album with the garish red cover.
Another is brown and may have looked elegant in a different decade. The bindings of some are falling
apart. Don't judge a book by its cover, the saying goes, but the continuity between the six different covers expresses the continuity found in the content. Which is to say none. Which is to say the pictures are
in no order, chronological or otherwise. There are no labels, no dates; these albums are haunted with
nameless men and women and babies-my extended family, suspended in time, undead, until moth and
rust destroy. Or water. Or fire. Or smoke.
My grandmother can identify a few of the people in her mother-in-law's albums. Turn the page
and behold the concubine. Rejected at sixteen by her first husband (because she didn't produce any
children), she joined the guerrilla fighters and ended up in Hong Kong. There she birthed four daughters. It wasn't until her two sons came along that her lover's family recognized her existence. But then
he rescued his mainland wife and fled to the Land of the Free, leaving her on an occupied island. She
was a very sweet lady, my mother remembers.
There are lots of wedding pictures, especially of the concubine's four daughters. Red. Gold.
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Penciled eyebrows. But I only glance through these. Instead I flip to the really old photographs. Like
porcelain dolls my great-grandmother poses with her son in a studio in Hong Kong. Perfectly poised,
the gentle tinting renders them unnatural. My grandfather's lips were never that crimson. He looks
girly. In another portrait, a baby sags like a rag doll in an antique chair. His cheeks are blushed, as is
his pout. A little foot protrudes behind a leg of that chair. It belongs perhaps to an unruly sibling trying to escape the frame or maybe to a mother waiting to catch the baby should he fall. That single foot
without any body turns the whole composition creepy.
Most disturbing, though, is the last page of the album whose cover is tackily embossed with the
word Photographs. On this last page my baby picture is tucked between a sepia print taken on a different continent, in a different century, and a snapshot of a gaudy banquet. Almost lost among the glittery
decorations of the banquet hall, the diners stare out of their paper prison with a solemnity that signifies
a great occasion. I've never seen these people in my life, and yet, my great-grandmother thought it appropriate that with them I share the same sticky page; the same protective plastic, now brittle with age,
covers us all. As if I am one of them! A chill, not unlike a cold memorial day drizzle, tingles my scalp,
and I find myself revisiting the cemetery ritual. Bow over the graves! Eat the char-sui! Burn the incense! These strangers are buried; I am breathing. But still, my portrait weighs on me like a headstone.
Stacking the albums (which I will need to examine more closely later) neatly by the door, I turn
to the rest of the closet. Several boxes sitting on the top shelf promise to contain treasures. The glue
holding the cardboard together has turned sandy, so the lids almost fall apart in my hands. However,
these boxes have protected their contents well; each holds a gently worn hat. I'm not quite sure how to
wear them, but the lethal looking pins stuck in each brim offer clues. The lavender straw hat with the
tiny mesh veil is my favorite. A modest black felt one fits rather nicely. When my great-grandmother
wore them, I have no idea; my father certainly never remembers one balanced atop her head. We're
told to take them home; my grandmother has no need for them, however, my mother knows my aunt
would love to admire these hats, so we gently lay them back in their crumbling packaging.
Lurking behind the hatboxes, I find an army-green metal box, and although we try several keys
found in the vanity, the case remains stubbornly locked. It jangles enticingly, so my father and brother
head to the laundry room and begin pounding it with a hammer. Bang: Clank. Clank. Pushing aside
the dark suits hanging in the closet, I spy the trunk that must have moved my great-grandmother from
her dirt floor house to the country in which her son earned his PhD. Bang. Clank. Clank. My sister
straightens from kneeling in front of a drawer; she thinks she has enough "artifacts." Bang. Clank.
Clank. I ask my grandmother if she is familiar with the records of Beijing Opera, and she admits
that it is an art form she does not know how to enjoy. Triumphant, my brother returns with the nowmangled box. The contents are a disappointment. Only a few worthless coins slide around; there is no
jewelry, no battered deed has been hidden all these years.
I slide the metal box back on its shelf, while my sister gathers up some documents and a few broaches found in the near-empty vanity drawers. Once more I glance around the room; one day, when more
of the family is around, we will toss the four-times pirated soap operas, donate the clothes, and find
a new drawer for the longevity man. Even though we put almost everything back in place, my greatgrandmother's bedroom has been thrust into the present; the contorted metal box evidence of our trespassmg. I feel like a grave robber as I cradle the photo albums, balancing those strangers on one hip.
Dialogue 05

Deny myself?
Nard Choi
I would if life were more ephemeral.
But you give me solid earth, passing of time,
pen and paper,
a self that yearns.
This may be what they call
lack of faith, or something
But what if I'm tired of likelike the rising of a sun, like the wings of an eagle
like the moon by night
You require my imagination to work hardfaith is imagination?
no striding allowed, only floating
the rosy haze of a half-asleep mind
stay comfortable
shh shh
try enjoy the worms crawling
across your eyelids, keeping them
closed, of course,
soft softnessshake the mist-just tiredness and less,
I dare
my feet touched the grass
toes curling, reeling
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the endless inbetween
Nard Choi
the heart, it swells purple
Into a monster, breaking
And stretching the rib cage, rising
Up your throat, behind your nose, pushing
Tears out the eyes until
You see everything through a bubble of wet.
Aim with the steak knife and plunge
You can't miss, darling
Drop it in the bathtub and let the heart soak while
You place your empty self on the cold floor
waiting.

Im Spiegel
Brian Alford

Darkness.
I reach for the light switch, looking in the direction where I hope to find you. The light
turns on, and there you stand. Through the light's glare, I see your eyes narrow. The glare subsides. I contort my face. You mug a bit. I laugh.
For a moment, I am struck by a notion. Not a thought, not an idea, not an image, but
rather a scent, a mood. Merely the lingering of a dream.
But.
Dreams give way to memory. You watch me, concerned. My gaze averts.
I glimpse a moment from years past in my mind's eye. We are together there, as well. I
am searching through a haze of tears, looking at you, blurred and distorted. I revile the person
before me, whose eyes are red from spite.
So much has passed since those days. I have scarcely glimpsed the foolish tears that once
formed great presence my childhood.
But.
Your eyes stopped reddening. You are someone cleaved from their past, ripped from the
foolishness. Nothing great befell you, but much happened around you. In the periphery of your
life, many experiences, felt only by second-hand, shaped and carved your visage, like faraway
storms bringing great volumes of water, which slowly erode the rock faces of a mountainside.
Like those hills, you are unchanging from moment to moment, but always gradually forming in
manners unapparent.
Similarly, I have changed. I was able to see my foolishness on that day where my weeping soured my vision. I hated the idiocy that you exemplified, and turned that inward, in an
attempt to refine myself. In a short time, even the tears were burnt away in the refining fire.
Some days, however, they could have returned, and been welcomed.
They did not.
I am looking down, searching through a haze not of tears, but of thought. You wait,
unmoving. Slowly, my eyes regain focus, and I return to the present. I look up at you again. You
stand before me, silently.
My arm raises, and I see you reach for me. We meet, and I feel your hand, as cold and as
flat as a pane of glass.

Dialogue 07

Exquisite Corpse The Reasons I
Retired Young
peopleherd

One reason I retired young:
because condominiums exist.
Because when I drove to work
in Monday morning fog,
I saw wrap-around porches.
Because I was alone out there,
arisen before my family, the neighbors,
I resented my obligation. Soundly,
you might say. Can one resent soundly?
I vented spleen. My vocab riddled
with conjunctions, stray 'ors' 'buts'
'ands' with no nouns to join them.
So I began to buy appliances by the armload.
A dozen surge protectors.
Overload is my greatest fear
at this point, though I felt old already. My life
like a beach house: property-value declining
with each wave lapping at my door like a hungry dog.
I may never live only through binoculars
and telescopes and polaroids and point-&-shoot snaps.
Retirement at my age means so much more
than that lazy beach (all the others
were like the seabirds racing along the water,
winnowing the foam) I know I made the right choice.
When the world turns its back on you, move to florida.
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Diamond Dust
Adam Wolpa

beware the pogonip
1561
we wrote white
death, surface split
we fell trees in
settled seasons
our lungs open
to ferns, feathers
the foul bite
like a parhelion
exhibiting, muted
fake suns

Spoils of War
Elaine Schnabel

We slaughtered it.
The artichoke, I mean.
One minute it is was lazing in a pile of similarly shaped vegetables, and the next it was
tagged and bagged up in plastic and over the counter. We hauled it to the homestead in a
creaking blue Oldsmobile and tossed it into the prison, a place of dry cold and expired yogurt.
When its time came, we wrenched the head from the sticky corner of the vegetable drawer and
cut through its spine with the dullest knife in the drawer. The water boiled, as did the artichoke's flesh.
When we knew it the end had come, when every centimeter of its flesh had bubbled into
mere rubber, at last we drew it from its roiling bath. Hannah suggested throwing it out; Hilary
elected for a more damning path. With bare hands, we tore the flesh and dipped it in butter
and parmesan. With eager teeth, we scraped nourishment from its dead carcass. We tasted the
limbs with interest, but the heart was pure ecstasy.
The last ventricle was consumed, and before us lay a plate of bones, an excavated carcass.
Its green and purple skin, piled carelessly atop the gnawed limbs, lay lifeless. We washed our
hands and went to bed early.

Dialogue 09

How Long Will the
Human Race Survive?
poemo

Alicia longs
for a bed of copper leaves
upon a trap door

Whence Everything?
poemo

Cattails rise, fish ceaselessly depart;
none can part the waters
without singing
not water striders
not rain
not god
the shallow bluegill
averts the egret's sudden bill,
but not its silent egress

the lover's gift
Joel Voogt

lips push touch
(ingly) brush a rush
so(soft)ft
lost in my skin
(in .t.i.m.e.)
just
when
I need
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De Rigueur for Men
Jake Schepers
Drinking coffee has always seemed like a rite of passage to me. Sunday mornings as I walked up
the flight of stairs into my living room, my old man would greet me in his La-Z-Boy with a cup of joe
on his coaster, the weekend newspaper in his hands, and the smell of brewed coffee wafting through the
kitchen. As I poured a bowl of dry Cap'n Crunch, I anticipated the day when I might graduate from
kiddie breakfast cereals and emulate my father, drink coffee- black, of course-and partake in the beverage of adulthood. The promise of masculinity enthralled me, and Dad's coffee epitomized the man I
would one day become.
This rite of passage arrived with college life. Coffee became my livelihood amid late night cramming and the routine of reprehensibly early German classes. Though I enjoyed the perks of being a
coffee drinke1~ I encountered an agonizing downside: I now pee six times a day.
Since becoming a javaholic, I've visited more than my share of men's restrooms. Highway rest
stops. Baseball parks. University buildings. Mega churches. Each destination has its own distinct feel, its
own-yes, I know this is repulsive-flav01~ Hotel lobby restrooms, for instance, have an affinity for tile
floors comprised of tiny squares more appropriate for mosaics. Shopping malls cherish the industrialyet-futuristic ambience: their automated flushes, their hand-activated sinks, their shimmering metallic
stalls. And movie theaters must love breaking in their pimply-faced employees: popcorn strewn into
every corner of the room soaks in the mysterious puddles collecting in random spots on the floor. The
"Caution- Wet Floor" sign stands perpetually in the entryway daring any man brave enough, or in dire
need enough, to withstand the possible stenches, sights, and overall horrors he might encounter upon
rounding the corner.
I liken men's restrooms to the tiger-faced Cave of Wonders in Aladdin. That about sums up the
general experience. A man can never be quite sure of what awaits him, but it is rarely uplifting: someone must have caused the gold and treasure to melt already (one deliberate look will correct him-that's
definitely not a puddle of molten gold). What a man really needs in this Cave of Wonders is a magic
carpet to float him the hell out of there once he's done his business, but I've yet to find such an anthropomorphically amiable rug.
Despite the variations among men's restrooms, men encounter the same inevitable dangers lurking within that necessitate a tacit yet uniform code for guys everywhere. Men do not have a textbook
on the mores and taboos of bathroom etiquette: we learn by solemnly observing, and then only from a
distance, the sacred ground our forefathers have trod before us.

Draw not nigh hither: put off thy shoes from

off thy fie~ for the place whereon thou standest is holy ground.

A boy learns the rules of the men's restroom through a mixture of latent intuition and, more importantly, observed social norms. Much like language acquisition, learning bathroom etiquette has a
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definite critical age hypothesis: if a kid hasn't made the transition from watching to doing by the time
he's seven, then sorry, bub. Have fun using the stall for the rest of your life. Society cannot tolerate a
multitude of dudes trying to bolster their own technique by analyzing the modus operandi of more proficient men.
Another way men learn the dos and don'ts of the restroom is through paternal guidance. For
example, it is from fathers that we learn the spacing rule: whenever possible, leave a space between one
occupied urinal and another. Guys follow this rule whenever possible and know the procedure to ensure
that proper spacing happens: the first man in will choose a urinal at either end of the row; the second
man will choose the other end; the third man will choose the middle of the urinals, equidistant from the
first two men. Then things get tricky. Should another man come in to relieve himself, and the only open
urinals stand adjacent to ones already occupied, then he must approach said urinal, grimacing, while
the men on his sides assume a look of utter concentration while their peripheral vision narrows in to a
pinpoint.
As complicated as the spacing rule may seem, boys quickly learn it by watching their fathers and
listening to their instruction. Heeding these words spares the boys from the avoidable terrors of restrooms. By following the spacing rule, we avoid intruding on another's comfort level. Space allows for
no accidental glimpses of a stranger's member-ideal when we are in the middle of brandishing our
own-and sanctions a territorial privacy.
Public beach restrooms demonstrate this encroachment issue. Not only does the spacing rule apply
here, but the beach setting also introduces another unwelcome situation-spray. By spray, I mean a specific flip-flop mishap. When someone flouts the spacing rule and stands too close to another, a certain
amount of urine might carom off the porcelain and spray a mist over the vicinity around both men's
ankles. While this is normally not too much of an issue with closed-toed shoes, when a guy sports flipflops he encounters this foulest of circumstances. Many a time have I endured the horror of the golden
mist about my own feet and have reached the personal conclusion that though Prufrock may wear the
bottoms of his trousers rolled, when it comes to public restrooms, I'd prefer stapling my hems to my
sneakers.
The above rules and situations are all to illustrate that men rarely come upon these circumstances
if we faithfully follow the rules of our fathers. And it is best if dads teach these lessons early and engrain
them into their sons before bad habits surface. Traditionally, a little boy is allowed in Mommy's restroom perhaps to the age of three or four, but when Daddy decides it's time for his little man to stand
proud when he does his manly duty, by golly, it's going to happen. Dad will hope first for the monkeysee-monkey-do approach for the sake of his comfort, but if that fails, he will have to proceed through
the steps, offering the occasional comment ("No!" said my father when I was three. "No pants down like
at home, kiddo. Zipper only"), and cross his fingers thatjunior is a fast learner.
When the day does come that a boy becomes self-sufficient, the dad rejoices and pats his boy's
back as if to say, with as much pomp as can be mustered, "Welcome to the men's room, son. Abide by
these rules, instill them in your very being, and pass on the wisdom that I've now bestowed upon you."
A dad does everything but slap a yarmulke on his son's head and pull out the Torah, for his boy is be12
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coming a man! Another generation has assimilated into the most stringent of environments.
Even though he may have mastered the techniques when Dad is around, a boy sometimes forgets
all the rules when he has to go it alone. But in the face of humiliation, he will never forget again.
One winter day in kindergarten, I awoke from naptime with an incredibly full bladder. After pleading before my teacher, I ran down the hallway, hurdling stray backpacks and plastic sleds, and darted
into the bathroom. I was alone, and my need to urinate took precedence over the rules I learned from
my dad. I hastily unbuttoned and unzipped my jeans, and pulled down my clothing. I heard midstream
footsteps approaching yet thought nothing of it at the time.
Laughter. The cause of which registered immediately: I stood at the urinal with my pants and
whitey tighties slung around my ankles. My bare bottom showed proudly. My ultra milky skin already
assumed the role of the white flag of surrender.
The laughter emanated from an older boy, Miguel Rivera, a "cool kid" two years my senior and
the neighborhood Neanderthal. I yanked my pants up in an instant, but his laughter remained, filling
the hallway, bouncing around like a resonant buzz within my ears.
My humiliation was not of original sin; I was not ashamed of my nakedness. My embarrassment
stemmed from my faulty memory. I had forgotten the code and had neglected my dad's instruction.
The restroom that day was a lonely place. A fatherless place. Dads exemplify security and guidance. To children, fathers are the surest protection against strangers, and every man in a restroom is an
unequivocal stranger. Having our fathers by our side, guiding us and instructing us in their own learned
ways, gives us the clearest sense of safety we get. In a boy's eyes, nothing can harm him if his daddy is
there to save him-the unfamiliar restroom doesn't even register as a scary place. The strangers don't
seem so strange with our fathers present. But, of course, the day comes when boys must function in the
restroom alone. We suddenly become vulnerable; our guardians no longer guard us, and we are on our
own.
Men become desensitized to their father's absence. We function without them, our heroes, our pee
pals. We venture into the public restrooms alone. We find ways to cope as individuals and succumb to
the social mores of isolationism masked as individuality. For the sake of privacy, we endure the uncomfortable silence between strangers precisely because we realize we are vulnerable. The tacit rules of the
restroom become a necessity for self-preservation.
A few weeks ago, I stood at a urinal, another man at the urinal over, two souls alone in an otherwise vacant restroom. The restroom was fairly small; the correlating difficulty was enormous: small
bathrooms like this have only two urinals- the spacing rule is no help here. The two of us stood there,
pants unzipped, feet spread shoulder length apart, knees ever-so-slightly bent, and neither one of us
could do our business. Never does the mind's willpower seem so futile than when trying to overcome a
shy bladder. At that moment, we knew each other more intimately than either of us cared to admit. We
saw one another as human, empathized with one another, pitied one anothe1~ and desperately tried to
sustain a steady flow. But to no avail.
"Should I just go in the stall?"
"Would you mind?"
Dialogue 13

"Not at all."
I plopped myself down on the toilet and we individually commenced our long-delayed objective.
I heard the flush, the zipper, the sink, the hand dryer; I knew it was safe to emerge from my cubicle of
isolation into a world without the intimate stranger I hoped never to see again.
Why, then, is it so comforting, so natural, to follow my father into the restroom? Why can we joke,
laughing quietly to ourselves so as not to disturb the strangers among us? We have lost the intimacy and
fellowship of the Greeks and Romans. Only in renovated sites and museums do we happen upon the

concamerata sudatio, the laconicum, the calda lavatio, all specialized rooms for communal bathing added to
the ancient gymnasiums. Politeness and silence have replaced the community of old, but, in some small
way, perhaps the easy conversation between a dad and his boy is the ideal restoration of this lost fellowship.
In a world with shrinking boundaries where the internet makes everything accessible, where immigrants blend across borders and bleed into one another, where the government taps phones and listens
in on personal conversations, the one place where privacy still stands unquestioned is in the men's restroom, and the one relationship comfortable enough, constant enough, to dismantle and challenge this
silence is the love of father and son. Perhaps our fathers' presence refutes the sine qua non of silence in
restrooms. Perhaps a lingering silence is no problem at all.
I stand now on the precipice of fatherhood. In a few short years, I will transfer my learned ways
to my own son, participating in this new tradition of public urination, and, no matter how crass, how
vulgar, how unbecoming this ritual may be, I feel nothing but anticipation in teaching my boy the ways
of the restroom. In what may be the last of the holy of holies for masculine identity, and somewhere
between this twisted intimacy and silence, among the uncomfortable stench shared by strangers and the
cuss words and telephone numbers etched into the walls and stalls, there will be me and my son, just
as there was my father and me years ago. The greatest of conversations, perhaps, is found in the most
unexpected of places. In every truck stop, airport, and shopping mall are stories of a father and son;
we can do little but welcome the inexorable awkwardness, the toilet paper stuck to the bottom of shoes,
and, in doing so, we welcome the burgeoning relationship of a kid and his hero, his protector, his pee
pal, his daddy.
I write this in a college library halfway into my fourth cup of coffee. And, predictably, I need to
go pretty bad. What awaits me in the Cave of Wonders may be a tubby, bearded man drying his hands
vigorously with paper towel. Or a student standing by a urinal as he tries to realign a stubborn zipper.
Or a pair of feet, now suspiciously still, peeking out beneath a stall. Or maybe a different type of stillness will welcome me. The stillness of a lonely room will be all mine. I can ruminate and linger, literally
and figuratively marking my territory, at least until another habitual coffee drinker with a weak bladder hustles in to disrupt my calm. Whichever it is, I thank my dad for teaching me so dutifully the most
basic of abilities, and I can only hope I do the same for my son. But if I may, I'll let this silence linger.
And, oh, how it is beautiful.

Ve1weile doch! du hist so schb'n.
Nature calls.
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Chinese Laundry
Sabrina Lee

it was with good intention
that i tossed the fabric of my family into my
western washing machine.
i tipped in a high-efficiency detergent, hoping scour away
the dirt and dust of
a different age
a different place.
i wanted
the silks to shine like they did in the market place and
the linens to lose their stiffness.
but, as i reached into the metal maw,
my hands fingered
the embroidered dresses (shredded)
and the tunics (shrunk and twisted beyond use).
i know only that i will never
really
understand
(forgive me)

Metamorphosis
R.M. Cumming

This metamorphosis is a tricky-wicket;
Bar tadpoles or silk lined chrysalises
There are no recurrences only topographies.
I am a rain drop on a thistle of milk weed.
Labor in notation, a student of:
The seasons, monarchs, pubescents,
Wartime, converts and drag queens.
They will teach me a lesson in swords and feathers.
Wholly, the weight of eternity bears down
On a single instant, in a body of fog,
Transparent curtains, broken lamps,
Inside out but from the ins-inward out.
Hysterical wet stone and a shaky stem of thorns;
Crazy engineers turn the metal turbines of
A gold and cindery ring, leaving
Only a vague and formless wind of urine and honeysuckle.
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Methamphetami~e
Abby Koning

far a.friend

The nymphs are departed
each one returning to its cavern, far from your decaying smile. They promised
to take your hands and lead you through the waves, offered you
mermaids and virgins and protection fromJupiter's wrath.
When I pulled back your sleeves, the scars marched along your arms,
fiery and red. Army ants tore into your skin,
a swarming colony set free from your mind.
I listened to your voice, hazy with the drugs you drink as water.
The morning stimulant, evening depressant, afternoon methamphetamine.
Even the names are unpronounceable to me.
Your slurred your speech, slumped your head on the bar, slipped
off the stool and onto the floor. You laid your head on my breast and cried
for the one who had no breast to offer.
I traced the scars running down your veins, the deep, ugly furrows planted with
seeds. I only wanted to water them and wait to see what might
sprout. You were foolish to believe in fairies,
to overlook the malice behind their wild dance. The madman
who resides behind your eyes peers out and cackles at the moon.
My friend, each beat of your heart finds an echo in his laughter.
Your insides must be very crowded.
You are no longer with me, but the smoke of your
cigarettes settles around me, dropping ashes on my shoulder.
I will wait for the army ants to come and carry them away.
Your body is one of the lesser arrangements of dust or of fire,
but your mind beckons me with fragmented
desire.
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Hannah Abma, Bridge, graphite on paper
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Hannah Abma, Suspension, graphite on paper
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Hannah Abma, Crossover, graphite on paper

The human body is a fascinating mass ofinterdependent systems that - when looked at
under a microscope - parallels the larger, seemingly more important systems, only on a
much more minute scale. The scientific, microscopic images of the intricate detail ofsuch
miniscule neurons have here been blown up to large-scale drawings, evoking both the
microcosm and macrocosm. Isolated in space, the cells show the complex nature of
this connectivity that we may be unaware of, but that is constantly function and .iring for
us to feel anything at all.
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Sean Vandenbrink, Henk van B, 19301 oil on wood
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Sean Vandenbrink, Nennetje Rijksen 1930
Line drawing to ink transfer on porcelain
These two images are taken from photos ofmy family's past and are an attempt
to memorialize the individuals and reclaim their story in relation to my own.
Our choices, our stories, and our history reveal the meaning in our lives. I use
line drawings and photos on clay slab-work to afli.rm individuality in the context
of the broad permanence ofclay. It alludes to the small but sturdy life that meanders over the hard mineral structure ofour planet. I also use painting as a means
to bring color, life, and a heightened awareness to the image, to presence, to absence, to the individual and to an activity as mundane as taking a walk. The act
ofpainting and line drawing on ceramic are used to track the small stories oflife.
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Henry Muller, Everyday Interactions, digital photograph
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Henry Muller, Everyday Interactions, digital photograph

These photographs were part of a serjes of about 40 jmages that comment on how childhood morphs jnto adulthood through a fJ.ui'rl; unexpected process of events.
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Jay Howard, Waiting I, silver gelatin print
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Alice Keyes, Life Amid the Rubble, digital photograph

Andrew Fisher, Red Brick, digital photograph
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Andrew Fisher, Broken Mansion, digital photograph

Sheila Morken, Box, ceramics
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Sheila Morken, Cup, ceramics

Jenny Swim, Middle Big Pot, ceramics
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Jenny Swim, Middle Big Pot, ceramics
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Jenny Swim, Little Big Pot, ceramics
In these pieces Twas worldng with inspiration from caves) which influenced both the
form of the pieces as well as the choices in texture and glazing. I was also considering the
relation of the human body to the pieces. I sought to create forms that were physically
inviting to touch to hold; and to entei; as well as pieces that displayed tactJ1e marks as
evidence of the process by which I hand-built them.
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Dr. Donald Oppewal
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the world is not a cold dead place
Josh Brooker

in the morning we're awoken, a haze hello-ing us to and fro and forth and from,
and at night it's goodbye-ing us, as eyes tire in the embers of living room lamps.
and it's true what they say, the world is not a cold dead place,
but it can be.
in the doing and undoing, intentional and accidental, we ignite and we extinguish.
the sun is not enough,
and in the dim glow of the smothered flame we're ugly,
to ourselves and to each other.
but when it's lit once again we see what we are,
gold ascending, we see ourselves clothed in the illumination.
every turn we're given a sun, and yet we have so many suns and so many chances to light fires,
in one tumultuous tumble we're projected forward once more, a lighting and igniting and inciting
of flame and ash and birth and death and having and losing.
we light fires and we extinguish them,
and in those dimly lit living room camps at the goodbye-ing we exhaust another day and wonder
how bright the next one will burn
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just an old photograph
Michelle Jokisch

she is little. she
is momentarily stepping
on these
two inch sized black shoes.
her baby giggle
vibrant.
i think i can
almost
hear it
in the leftover silence
when i laugh out loud.

formality border our every
shoe and lace.
these kids once filled
with bubbly belly laughter
now
pretentiously
glaze
through the stairs and floors of science
and
halls in spool
around with
thread.

like i said, she is little.
her
gaze 1s susp1c1ous
of the lense.
her attire entirely unsophisticated.
the paper reflects her in a
pair of faded pajamas.

all in an adult like manner
and form
sitting in these desks
day an1 day again,
carrying around
just an old photograph.

its been years.
or
i should instead say
decades
since i was that little girl.

if only
we could stay
informal
forever.
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Best Years
Elaine Schnabel

It would be nice if people stopped telling me these are the best years of my life. Someone threw
me that bone once, and I still gnaw at it like an anxious poodle. The best years of my life are full of
tears, loneliness, and lessons I never wanted to learn. The best years are a terrifying mix of too fast and
too slow. And now that the best years are almost over, I already feel the loss as keenly as I was warned.
Because that's what they say, isn't it? "College years are the best years. It's all downhill after this.
After college comes real life." Those projects you're perfecting for that demanding professor - whose
tough grading scale is the waterboard to which your academic scholarship is strapped - that's nothing.
The weekly grind of classes, papers, tests is mere child's play. Talk to me, they say, when you have a real
job.
I do not deny there's something to be said for these real jobs. I certainly don't want one; they
sound terrible. They sound like a lot of monotony, mixed in with listening to supercilious bosses and
depending on unreliable coworkers. They sound like early mornings saturated with caffeine and late
evenings of overtime, keeping you from a good dinner and your family. In college, we never have to deal
with substandard meals, waking up early or staying up late. There are never group projects wherein you
have to rely on the one kid who has spent most class periods sleeping, never supercilious professors. College, it seems, is hardly helping me prepare for the real world at all. Perhaps I should ask for my money
back.
But I'm just being difficult. It's only natural to look back on college with rose-colored glasses, see
only the good times, and be able to say, "College was the best four years of my life," as many adults tell
me. They say it with a wistful look in their eyes, as if remembering all the free time they had. They say
it with a conspiratorial wink in my direction, as if to tell me they know what I do with my tuition dollars, and they approve of such youthful carousing because now is the time to do it.
I'll just say this about all the free time: it's not true. We are the products of a fast-paced American
culture and as college students with class, work, athletics, music, and church commitments, free time
occurs only when we put our obligations on hold. Maybe that's why when Friday comes, parties spring
up in every corner of a ten-block radius of a college: because every student just spent the week slogging through homework, calling home to a bickering mom and dad, or working three extra shifts to
cover the next food bill. Then again, it all depends on context. I'm sure there are some colleges packed
to the brim with students whose parents will fund not only their tuition for six or seven years, but also
their beer runs and poker nights. However, this has not been my experience; the students at my college
generally work hard to get out in four years with suitable resumes.
Anyway, parties aren't all they're cracked up to be. Lots of us don't really like them. We either sit
them out, feeling as though we're wasting the best years, or go anyway out of a sense of obligation to
enjoy the typical college life. But even if you happen to be the party type - and I don't think there's any36 Dialogue

thing wrong with that - it's so easy to find out how many is one beer too many and make a mistake that
turns into your own personal poltergeist. Even easier and more common is to be caught up in a web of
unsubstantial relationships based on rumors and alcohol.
But for most of us, the real parties happen in the study breaks that occur at random intervals
throughout the night. They are little pockets of laughter in the long tedium of schoolwork and are often
paid for the next day with heavy eyelids and the inability to think fast enough on the midterm. Yes, they
are worth it and yes, I will miss these pockets of hilarity. There is real joy in living with people in the
same life situation as you. Never, until we're shipped off to the nursing home, are we going to be surrounded by so many people of a similar age, living through similar troubles, in a shared community.
Maybe the best years are when you find that niche, regardless of when it occurs. For some, the
Friday night debaucheries that haunt first-time college-kids' parents really are the best years. For others,
college just isn't that time. Often it's difficult to tell when the best years are upon us. They happen when
we're not looking, in the midst of pain and suffering, stress and trial. They happen when we're young
and when we're old. What is the point of limiting someone's years of joy to a small span of time in their
youth? The best years will come and go and be enjoyed.
Perhaps the reason I reject college as my own best years are the lessons that come along with the
newfound freedom. There's a certain beauty in discovering for the first time how free we really are,
realizing, for instance, that we can buy any kind of cereal we want, Cookie Crisp and Count Chocula
included. But there is nothing more terrifying than true freedom, and not all realizations have that joyful, wild exhilaration. Sometimes I'd just rather have a bowlful of Cheerios.
Sometimes growing up is just a euphemism for the process our eyes undergo when they open wide
enough to see the world's heartache. My roommate re-tore her ACL and was forced to accept the end
of her collegiate athletic career during its second year. My best friend back home discovered her father's
addiction to pornography. Divorces, grudges, incurable brain tumors. These were the catalysts of my
own coming of age.
College certainly isn't the cause of these things, or the beginning of pain. But for many it's the first
time we've had to face it alone, and maybe that's the hardest lesson of the best years. After all, when
my friend throws his arms around me, a muscle-ly ex-swimmer who stands a foot taller than I, and sobs
about cancer's most recent attack on his family, what can I tell him? All I manage is to weep with him,
crying because my arms are too small to stretch around him the way he needs them to. I'm smaller than
his pain and his tears and these problems.
Sometimes it's hard to imagine that this is as good as it gets.
And yet, all of you who call these the best years are right in part, because even though we learn the
most terrible things, we learn about the beautiful things, too. We learn what it means to kiss someone
with everything we have and to receive that exact same kiss in return. We stay out late without regrets
because the good times are worth it. We win the championship game. We go skinny-dipping; we dance
with abandon.
Therein lies the heart of your epithets for college and the joy we find in our time here. This joy
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is the reason for our apprehensions about graduation, our desire to slow things down and live it up. It
seems as though every other part of life can be slowed to a crawling tempo. High school lasted an eternity, and from what I hear about "the working life," things after college aren't much better. The other
stages take up more than their fair share of the circle of life.
But not the best years. Somehow these few years missed the memo about dragging their feet in
order to allow us a chance to suck out the marrow with a curly straw. Instead, they mulishly decided
that the best way to learn about life is to be dragged through it at the brealmeck speeds of the presto
tempo. The conductor's baton is twitching way too fast, in those tiny impatient movements of a speed
you never quite appreciated until now.
You put the violin on your shoulder, confident in hours spent practicing. But this is not the tempo
you practiced and it's not even the tempo you swear the conductor took in the last rehearsal. But it's the
tempo he wants now. And somehow, to your shame, it's the speed that eve1yone else in the orchestra can
play too.
And there you are, frantically throwing fingers against the string, your right hand imitating the
effects of palsy in order to keep up. But you can't slow down. All you can do is hang in there and keep
your bow moving. Don't waste time and don't mess up.
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I commit am
Ray Peterson

A.
"I commit am to living as though unendingly"
Thus expounded Antlered Hippo to Frog (grooming his tusks) while
seated both by candle-dark and inching nearer the frozen fire.
Chickens bark by
ankle of toes i told us cram
buries she's coma.
To fry or bake beans,
they sawed twice a killing
on the trees come fall stubbing.
Wing-span of the dirt i used to piss
though changed, red leaf cactus,
i commit am.

B.
Over this itch feet i trampled
lions mouse and crash
staring us hungry to life
i ran to the roof to the sea why the clatter.
The humpstomach's fang me dipped in hot chocolate
but
but it didn't taste.
"Good hells, who happened?"
My hand had froze to the chimneys' soft spark,
so i left before she had time to reply.

C.
He was a fireskater until she wasn't
she picked the noses until he didn't.
Knee-in-teeth, they fell to clouds
shaped like shapes
eating foods i shouldn't have named.

P.
Loneliest beauty black snow
and soft lure shaken lengths,
through thousand-ten uncounted water
and liquid hair swallows;
taken yet by my surprise
of forlorn eye-bite livernois,
and none behind the remnant;
I beg only to weep.
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R.
The forests i swim and gossip try
tongue me callous make beneath.
On fire-stack packings-not to say lovebreathe toasty night shieldings
when sipping to moona.
In plans' a deck impoised, but to speak be thair death.
Sow here i rest, wandering who,
embracing swalimba take branches.

Townsend
Josh deLacy

This night, the grays of clouds glide;
stars, tight and pointed, shine through.
Black gaps anointed with holy pinpricks.
Trees guard this clearing, broad rockland's marred and gorgeous pulpitcold, preaching tore and abased repentance.
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For Whom the Bell Dings
Sarah Vander Molen

I used to love the six a.m. shift the first few summers I waitressed. Start early, finish early. I would
wake up before the earth had completed a full rotation on its axis and don my "six o'clock shift" outfit,
as regulars would call it: a bright, patterned skirt with bold earrings. I told them it was the only way I
could get myself excited about being awake when it was pitch black outside.
Despite the indescribable fatigue, the first few hours of the shift are relaxing. The tired pace of the
cafe corresponds to my own. While the cafe is nearly deserted, I am able to make coffee, put out ketchup bottles, roll silverware from the night before, bake some cookies, and do dishes as they come. The
Morning Boys trickle in around seven. They are all old, retired construction workers and pick-up truck
drivers. They tip me a dollar apiece, which isn't bad considering all they order is bagels and coffee.
This sort of lethargic work lulls us all into a sense of security. A man comes in for a cup of coffee and some scrambled eggs; a woman needs a dozen donuts. They come in one after another, and,
in mutual bleary-eyedness, we take our time together. The sun is not yet above the tree line. The world
is slowly opening its groggy eyes, yawning and groaning like the rest of us. "Look, I got all the dishes
done," I tell Howard, our cross-dressing cook. "Good, darlin'," he says, "cause they're gonna kick your
ass later."
A waitress becomes conditioned to associate particular food with particular people. John comes
in at eight-thirty and orders a big bowl of oatmeal to supplement his intake of the Holy Scriptures. He
calls me over to read me passages of The Corifessions ef St. Augustine, and corrects me on my pronunciation of the name (Is it ''AW-gus-teen" or "Uh-GUS-tin?"). If he had come half an hour later, when the
rush starts, I might be annoyed. Instead, I give him two donut holes with his meal instead of one.
At nine o'clock, it's as if the caffeine of the world rapidly kicks in. Ding! Breakfast special. Ding!
Triple shot, extra foam latte. Ding! Blueberry pancakes. Ding! A six-top for breakfast. The Ding! of the
door bell creates a response in a waitress similar to that of Pavlov's dogs. Dishes have been broken;
heads have been rammed - all for the purpose of getting to the counter as quickly as possible to greet
the customer. I hear that Ding! in the Muzak that tinkles in the background; I hear it in the clinking of
dishes; I hear it in my nightmares.
In times like these, when dread wells up in me like vomit because I know all of the tasks that need
to be done and I know that I am the only one working and I must be the one to accomplish them all, I
think that waitressing is like prostitution. Maybe that's dramatic. But think: we are the human receptacles of everyone else's frustrations, emotions, and messes. When I leave work, I smell like a mix between
ketchup, egg yolk, dirty dish water, and syrup. It is a smell all its own. It cannot be found in the natural
world. Even after a shower, if I were to touch my work hat or shirt, that smell would re-adhere to my
body as if it were magnetically attracted to my skin.
Like prostitution, this job is an impersonal transaction, although your obligation is to fake
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interest. You become cynical and disillusioned behind the backs of your customers. To their faces, you
are engaged, animated, and accommodating. You smile. You make it seem like you care about nothing more in the world than their satisfaction when, in reality, you don't give a damn. It's the same role,
every day. "Hi! How' ya doing today? Great! Are ya here for breakfast? Well! Just grab yourself a cup
of coffee and take a seat wherever you'd like; I'll be right with you!" Do the exclamation points seem
excessive? They're not. This mantra haunts me in my sleep.
My duty to the customers is from Ding to Zzzzzip. The transaction begins when they walk through
the door and ends when I ring them up. Ding! goes the doorbell. Zzzzzip! goes the receipt as I tear it
from the cash register and toss it in the general direction of the trash can. "Have a good one!" I say, because I so often mistake what time of day it is. I often say "Have a good night!" at seven in the morning.
Waitressing demands an outrageous amount of multitasking. You have a constant dialogue running in your head (and sometimes out loud). Four waters) two diet Pepsis. The coffee is finished brewing. Whose

bagel is that? The bell rang, I need to get that fint. '7) ll be 1ight with you to 1ingyou up!" The water dispenser is low.
'7'll get that order in just a second. )) I need to get started on the dishes. ''Hi) are ya here for brealifast? Well just grab a cup
of coffee and take a seat whereveryou like)· Pll be 1ight with you!)) Oh no) I didn)t see him walk in! How long has he been
here? "Si1; I am so sony. Here)s a menuforya. Is there anything I can getforyou to dri,nk?)) Drinks! Four waters, two diet
Pepsis!
When I started waitressing, Susie, my boss, would schedule at least two waitresses a day-three on
weekends-and a dishwasher and prep-cook. The last year I worked there, Sue had opened a failing
boutique at the end of the plaza, and decided that she would rectify the situation by scheduling as few
people at the cafe as possible. I suppose it was fortunate that I had been working there for five years
already: by the time Susie started cutting shifts, I was the one dependable waitress Susie scheduled the
most. By my last summer, however, that blessing became at the same time a curse. The rushes that I was
trained to handle with at least one other waitress I was now forced to endure by myself. At least the tips
were good.
When the Tea Table comes at ten o'clock, I know that the rush will end soon. I can set my watch
by them; their departure an hour and a half later marks the final act of the busiest time of day. Earl
Grey and English Breakfast come first. The others file in over a period of fifteen minutes. We have a
system. They wave their arms when they have finished talking and are ready to order their over hard
eggs and dry English Muffin toast. When I bring out their orders, they almost always confuse themselves over who gets what. "It's no matter at all," they say. "You're doing an excellent job." English
Breakfast hugs me at the end of every summer when I go back to school. "Thank you for being a wonderful waitress," she says.
As quickly as a rush comes, it ends, and you are left with a T. S. Eliot-esque Wasteland of egg particles and ketchup-smeared hash browns. I make my checklist now. What to do? Go to the bathroom,
ideally. Maybe sneak a bite of my peanut butter and banana sandwich. In five years of waitressing, I
can't remember the last time I had an official break. Dishes, glass) ice, the list says. Espresso machine) sweep)

syrups, creamers, ketchups, dishes awcry. The List becomes my priority. The grill closes at two, and any
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late-comers are annoyances. The customer - the priority of a small business - becomes a bother. Don't
they know how much work I have to finish before the end of my shift? And you want a burger? Well,
you're just going to have to wait, because that takes time. Yeah, I'll get you a water, but I won't be happy
about it. I will pretend to be happy about it, because waitressing is as much about acting as it is about
food.
Tom and Wendy don't mind if I do my chores while they eat their lunch at one o'clock. I can
sweep around their table and it's no hard feelings. They change their order based on who is cooking
that day; they always try Howard's new specials; they show me pictures of their dog. On the busiest
day I can remember, on the day I decided I would never waitress again for the rest of my life, a woman
complained so violently about the American fries that I had a panic attack in the back room. "Don't
you let that woman upset you, Sarah," Tom said, "She's a bitch!" When I came into Susie's a few
months later to pick up my check and to buy a donut, Wendy came up to the counter and set down two
dollars right next to me. "I forgot to tip you the other day," she told me. I adamantly refused to take her
money. "No." She shook her head back and forth, her curly gray hair bouncing. "How else are you going to be able to pay for college?" Sometimes I feel like I have twenty pairs of devoted grandparents.
Maybe twenty and a half
Tommy is our most loyal patron. He sometimes comes in twice a day. Every day at one-thirty, I set
out his plain donut, glass of water, and extra napkins. "Hullo, Chicken Legs," he says as he walks in.
For being close to eighty years old, he is particularly jaunty. Most of the girls don't like Tommy, because
he often crosses the line between joking around and being inappropriate. I don't let Tommy get to me.
When I feel annoyance begin to creep up on me, I think about the empty chair next to him. When Pat
finally succumbed to the cancer, we all went to the visitation. I would expect Tommy to come to mine.
That's the thing about waitressing. You fake interest because you must (and also for better tips does that make me a bad person?), and you tell yourself that's all you're doing. But while you're not
really paying attention, you start to care. A little bit of real human connection cuts through the phony
posing, and you find out that Tom and Wendy and Tommy and English Breakfast really matter. A little.
Enough.
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Desperate, I Winnow
R.M. Cumming

Desperate, I winnow, needle to thread
To unveil the treasures of you.
Beneath your flesh: a conflagration
Spanning your meadow with black poppies.
The field around your jaws curving road is slack,
Loose hawser of the unmanned sail.
The place below your eyes has become a coastline
For a thousand breaking waves and empty shells.
It is here I anchor my ears, naked
So your words may land undaunted.
Traveling on cannonballs past my heartTheir target- they whistle like sadness.
Now at dusk, in this crepuscular window,
The boughs of your rich stalk cringe and wilt
And shadows of winter statues wrap you
Like starving foxes.
Crazed spide1~ drunken caterpillar
Thirsting hysterically from an insatiable belly,
Growling, quaking, writhing; barefoot
on the embers of the afternoon sand.
That which is in you, and is not you,
tolls in you,
The anguish of old nightmares.
Peeling away despairing robes
As with the armor of a plump cantaloupe,
The day's combatant surfaces.
Pure collector of joy, in whom
The dust of creation still settles,
Asleep, unscathed.
When will you wake from this hibernation?
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Pranayama
Abby Koning

"C'mon, babe, just gimme a cigarette."
"Hell no, I bought these," she said, exhaled a cloud of smoke in his direction. He leaned back
against his truck, peeling paint the color of smashed berries under some hot summer sun. She turned
and walked away from him, and he stared lazily at her ass while she stared up at the moon. She was
young, just turned 19, a raspberry-lipped beauty with the curves of a snake.
He couldn't remember exactly where he'd picked her up, Memphis, maybe, or Denver, but she'd
rode around with him ever since, his eyes and hands devouring her as they made love in the back of his
truck under his raggedy, gasoline-stained blanket. She always smelled like gasoline and root beer and
cigarette smoke, and he didn't want her smelling any other way. When he'd found her, in St. Paul or
Kansas City or wherever, she'd smelled like gardenias and suntan lotion, but he liked her better the way
she was now. He never really felt right with a woman who smelled like that, but a woman who smelled
like root beer and and smoke and gasoline ... that was a woman he could really get into, you understand.
She said her name was Alexis, but he knew she was lying. He'd been with enough spoiled chicas
running from their parents to whatever freedom they imagined was waiting for them outside the
suburbs to know, even though when he asked, she answered smooth as butter.
What he loved most was the way she smoked, he could tell she'd been doing it for years, probably
took it up when she was just a rebellious rich kid and stilled smelled of outdoors and apple cider or
whatever the hell kids smelled like. Her cigarette was a ligament to her, a hand or a foot or something.
She really was a spoiled kid, the way she stood there with her arms folded and lips pursed, staring up at
the moon as if it owed her something. Smoking and throwing bored, sideways glances in his direction.
Damn, he wanted a cigarette.
"Lemme have one," he repeated, sticking his thumbs in his belt loops. She took a long draw and
spat the smoke into the air with an aloofness which both aroused and annoyed him. "C'mon, baby, it's
just one cigarette."
"No, you've bummed too many off me before and besides, you never do nothin' for me anyways."
"I'm giving you a lift, ain't I?"
She breathed huffily (he watched her shoulders rise and fall and wanted to throw her into the
back of his truck and take her right there) and turned to face him, hand on one hip and raspberry lips
puckered into a pout. "Yeah, you're givin' me a lift. But where the hell are we goin'? I mean, where are
we even goin'? You keep sayin' California like it's some magical land where we'll be able to get what we
want, like once we get there it'll be all peaches and cream and we'll just lick it all up. We've been drivin'
around so long you'd think we were goin' to China. I don't think you even know where we're goin'.
Givin' me a lift to nowhere to do no thin', that's all you're doin'."
''Aw, baby, I told ya, we'll get there when we're good and ready. I can't do nothin' 'til I get to
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California."
His eyes cut behind him at the postcard he'd had on the dashboard ever since he'd bought his
truck. Sunny Days from California it read, and even without turning it over he could see his Father's slanted
handwriting, his descriptions of California, where the sun never quit shining and the girls were tan and

fit and fine and strolled along the beaches with a kind of soft, effervescent heat.
"California won't change nothin' and you lmow it. You're a bum and you'll always be a bum no
matter where you go. You think I don't lmow that? You think you can fool me? I don't think you'll ever
work a day in your life, you'll just coast through life drinking cheap beer and finding some girl and
smoking her cigarettes, but they sure as hell won't be my cigarettes." And she took another puff on her
cigarette, and he felt his face burning, his hands clenching into fists, his teeth biting into his lips because
what she said ate at his stomach. He wasn't a bum. He'd just been born in the wrong place, that was
all, some shitty town in the middle of Wisconsin, in the middle of nowhere. Now in California, there
he could really thrive, there he could find a place to live and some nice, young girl who had never been
with a man to love and do what his mother always told him to do and make somethi1/ of himself. Hell,
maybe he'd even quit smoking while he was at it.
''And don't give me that story about your father leaving. I ain't gonna listen to it again. There's
only much you can blame on your parents and I won't listen to you talk about that anymore. I just
won't. I think if you really look at things, if you get right down to the heart of it. .. " (Oh, God, now she
was philosophizing!) "If you get right down to the heart of things, you lmow you'll never make anything
of yourself, you'll never be a name, you'll never be able to provide for my needs as a woman (beyond
the sex, I mean, of course ... baby, you're not too shabby in that area). But really, a lady oughtn't have to
buy her own cigarettes and her man's cigarettes too, if you lmow what I'm saying."
He couldn't put up with it anymore, that smug, spoiled look of hers. What did she lmow about
him? If you really look at things, if you really get right down to the heart of things (to steal her stupid,
psuedo-philosophical phrase), what did she really know about him? Nothin', nothin' at all. She knew
nothin' about growin' up with nothin' in your pockets but holes, of years smokin' the smouldering butts
dropped by men in business suits because Father didn't care enough to give you any money and you
didn't make enough on your own. Oh, she knew the words of the story, he'd told her those, but she
didn't lmow what it was lil<:e to stand crying in the doorway watching Father's rusty pick-up speed off
towards some unlmown tomorrow. To search frantically through his desk for any clue he might have
left behind, anything at all that might tell you where he went and why he didn't take you with, and find
nothin' but a half-smoked pack of Marlboros . To smoke them slowly, one by one behind the garage,
grinding the butts into the Wisconsin dirt.
He tried to breathe and steady himself, but all he could smell was the smoke and all he could see
was the smoke, and his mind was smoke and his thoughts were smoke and he felt like at any moment he
himself would turn to smoke and blow away over the horizon. And just when he thought that maybe
turning to smoke wouldn't be so bad, that maybe in fact it would be just another way of getting to
California, she fucked up. She dropped her half-smoked cigarette on the ground and crushed it with her
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heel and threw back her head and laughed.
Even her laugh sounded like matches. He knew she was laughing at him, laughing at the holes in
his pockets, sucking away at his life and turning it into smoke that spirals away with the wind. And now
he understood that it wasn't freedom at all. It was nothing. Nothing, just like everything else.
As he moved, he felt his hands scraping at the mirror of the truck and then, a pause. A pause, like
after the first drag, the quiet stillness after inhaling.
He exhaled. The mirror snapped off in his hands, and he was on top of her, just like he had
been so many times before. He punched and bit and kicked, smashing his fists and the mirror into her
serpentine body. They rolled together on the ground, dust leaping out of the way and into the air as she
wriggled wildly and screamed, "Get off me, you bastard!" and then "ai ai oo ai)" and then nothing at all.
Panting, he stood up and saw blonde hair patchy with red, raspberry lips open to reveal missing
teeth, clothing in shreds, and thought of animal hides hanging on maplewood walls. With her gasolinesex-cigarette smell hidden under the sharp scent of blood, she didn't seem like a spoiled kid, but more
like a victim of the earth. As he looked down at her eyes, wide open, but without haughty stares and
furtive glances, his hands began to shake. He reached inside the pocket of her jeans (the ones that had
made her ass look so good) and slid out the pack of cigarettes. He wiped his hands on her shirt.
Putting a cigarette between his lips, he lit it with an unsteady hand and inhaled. As he smoked, he
watched some clouds crawling across the tops of distant hills, and felt the panic in his head slowly settle
down into an emptiness. He bent down, and with dirty hands, pressed the ember into the dust. Smoke
rose from out of the earth and he breathed lightly, sending the coils on their way to wherever.
Taking one last look at Alexis- or whatever her name was, he walked back to his truck and counted
the rest of the pack. Only three left. "Damn," he muttered, and started up the engine, quickly counting
the change in the cup holder. He would need to buy another pack soon. It was still a long drive to
California.
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Dissillusionment
Jerel Domer

Painted a Picture
of the World
inside
my head.
Sometimes Warm,
Colors dominated the landscape.
And Trees grew,
grew Tall, reaching their full potential.
Potentially true. True?
Red, gold, and yellow.
A fiery sunrise.
True?
turned to
grey Ash that rained
and
black smoke that Rose Confused.
Confused.
And blue. Cold colors took over.
And then the painting showed nothing.
Nothing at all.
held it up.
DARK. Truly dark.
turned on the light.
Blank eyes adjusting, milky white.
And staring blankly.
BLANK.
hands shook so hard
it dropped
And shattered,
On the floor.
screamed into the mirror.
Running.
And ran for the stairs.
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Steady the Light
Nard Choi
The year before I left my childhood in Arusha, Tanzania and went to a boarding school in
Kenya, my family moved into an enormous, hastily-built house with six bare bedrooms, four half-tiled
bathrooms, two fake fireplaces, and leaky ceilings over which rats scuttled in the darkness. My parents
reluctantly rented this dump of a mansion when we could no longer afford our previous home. A
local landlord had lavishly poured money into laying the foundation for his grand villa, but after his
funds disappeared into casinos, he scrounged up just enough to build a shoddy frame in the hopes
that he could at least rent it out. Little did he know that a construction company would dynamite the
hills around his land for granite, leaving behind gaping rock quarries where underpaid locals chipped
away at the stone cliffs. No one wanted to live in the area lest their home should collapse into the ever
expanding canyon. It also wasn't too uncommon to hear about children and even adults who would fall
off the narrow paths to their sudden deaths below. When my Korean missionary parents were looking
at the house, the landlord offered it to them practically for free.
My dad was appalled by the toxic reek of gaudy varnish that covered every wooden surface. My
mom complained about the dust that drifted from the cheap cement slapped haphazardly on the walls.
But those were the concerns of adults. My sister Narshil and I, on the other hand, were absolutely
thrilled by our new home. It was perfect for hide and seek with its many storage closets built into
random corners. A long, narrow hallway extended from the living room area, providing a practice
track for our rollerblading skills. We had an enormous front yard that was more like a lush, banana-tree
forest. As for the rock quarry, my sister and I called it our "mini-Grand Canyon." Despite our mom's
fervent warnings about the risks of falling off a cliff or of drunken workers who could hurt us, we
learned to scramble deftly to the very bottom of the quarry and play rock climbers. We bravely ignoring
the bawdy "Cheena-Cheena-ching-chang-chong, come here!" calls of the men. The adventures were
ours for the taking. At least in the daytime.
For some reason, our electricity went out every day a few minutes after sunset. Despite persistent
phone calls to the electricity company, our family ate dinner by candlelight for about a year. Nothing
gets done quickly in Tanzania. Thick darkness enveloped our house every night. When the electricity
went out, all the white noises of the manmade world-the static buzzing of the florescent lights,
the faint whine behind the television, the whirring fan inside the computer, the gentle hum of the
refrigerator-disappeared instantaneously, leaving behind a palpable silence, a holy vacuum.
Actually, no, at that time, nothing felt holy about being in the dark in our cold, empty house. I
was terrified. It wasn't so much the darkness- the electricity supply is always sporadic in Arusha. It was
the house: the inexhaustible sunlit playhouse disappeared with the night. In the pitch black, the walls
in the rooms suddenly seemed to expand into hollow caves, and the hallways constricted into narrow,
claustrophobic tunnels. Every sound became over amplified in the stark stillness, and my zealous
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imagination did nothing to ease my apprehension. In the dark, the rats skittering over our ceiling
became a horde of rabid vermin taking over our house, planning on devouring everything but the
cement. Our night guard's heavy boots crunching over the gravel as he circled the house became the
steady march of ruthless bandits holding our family captive inside. And how I hated the quarry! It was
impossible to see at night, but I could feel the ominous presence of the chasm, waiting to swallow me
when I least expected it. When the stray dogs of the neighborhood started to bark and howl through
the night, I imagined the dead waking up at the bottom of the canyon, their broken skeletons clattering
up the walls and into our garden.
The first time our house was unexpectedly plunged into darkness, on the evening of that first long
move-in day, I gasped and reached to my side to grip Narshil's hand.
"Daddy?" I called in a small voice.
"Okay, don't worry," spoke my dad from across the table. "The landlord warned us this would
happen."
I could hear him scrape his chair back and shuffle away from the table. "Everyone just sit still. I'll
find our candles."
"I know where they are," said my mom, standing up. "They're in the kitchen."
"Wait!" I called. "We're coming too!" I didn't want to be left in the pitch black by myself
I inched forward with Narshil in the direction of the kitchen, my toes cautiously sliding across the
floor to avoid sharp corners. I heard my dad fumbling around in a box, then finally strike a match and
with a comforting hiss, a tiny flame flickered to life. He lit the long white candles my mom found and
I could feel my anxieties dissolving as the orange glow eased away the dark. I breathed a sigh of relief,
assured that as long as I could see my mom, my dad, my sister around the light of the candle, we were
safe.
My family spent every dark night that followed gathered together around a candle in the living
room while the rest of the house stood cold and empty. Sometimes I put on shadow puppet shows with
Narshil using the plots from the many animal stories I wrote. My mom often tried to teach us another
sentimental oldies song from her childhood in her slightly off-key but beautiful voice. Most of the
time, though, we didn't do anything special-except to just be together in one room. I would usually
be pressed as close as I could under the candlelight to read my books while my dad showed N arshil
how to take apart another watch or radio. If the rats were especially active above us, my mom would
strum softly on her guitar, humming along to the one song she knew how to play. I imagined my mom's
voice singing through the night kept all evil- the rats, the thieves, the skeletons-away from our family.
Perhaps she sang for her herself too.
When bedtime approached, my parents always seemed reluctant to disturb the peace and safety
of the candlelit evening. I hated saying goodnight too. The room I shared with N arshil was on the other
end of the hall, far away from my parents' room. Once, I ran as fast as I could from my room to my
parents' in order to determine how many seconds it would take if anything should happen.
On that first dark night in the house, after having fallen into an uneasy sleep, I was startled awake
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by a haunting wailing, a man's voice half singing, half chanting strange words into the night. It almost
didn't sound human. Terrified, I shook Narshil, trying to wake her up, but she shoved my hand away
and turned over. I pressed my pillow over my face and against my ears, but nothing could drown out the
undulating voice. After a few minutes, another chilling sound joined the wailing- this time, the alarmed
bellowing of cows. A rancid stench that I couldn't identify drifted into the room, making my stomach
heave. My entire body was shocked into panic and I stumbled down the hall through the dark into my
parents room.
"Mommy, wake up," I whispered desperately, tapping her arm. I moved over to the other side of
the bed. "Daddy? Daddy!"
Both my parents, exhausted from moving boxes and furniture, continued to sleep. I tried to squeeze
onto the bed beside my mom, but there was barely any room and she didn't budge an inch. Not
knowing what else to do, I crawled onto the foot of the bed and lay myself across the sheets, tugging
at the ends of the blanket to cover myself I clutched one of my mom's warm feet and held it against
my chest like a stuffed animal. There I slept, soothed by the familiar scent and warmth of my parents'
nearness.
The next morning, my dad woke up at sunrise to see me curled up and shivering at my mom's
feet. He gently picked me up and carried me to my room. My dad told me when I woke up that I had
heard the imam singing the dawn prayers into a speaker from the rooftop of a nearby mosque. The
bellowing came from the local slaughterhouse located conveniently down the road; they started work at
dawn to have fresh meat for customers in the morning. I had smelled the blood of the slaughtered cows.
From then on, my mom became a light sleeper and never forgot to light a candle before going to bed.
Some nights when I came tiptoeing in my mom would be updating the accounting book at her desk.
Other times, she would be in bed next to my already sleeping dad. But she always left the candle
burning all night, ready to welcome me under her blanket if I were to come.

*

*

*

The day I turned eleven at the end of May was the last birthday I celebrated at home with my
family together. In August, my sister and I moved to a boarding school for missionary children in central
Kenya.
After spendingJune andjuly sorting through clothes, deciding what was mine and what was
Narshil's, and sewing tiny nametags onto every sock and pair of underwear, the six-hour drive to school
was finally only a weekend away. My dad suggested that we go on a little vacation before leaving for
Kenya. So we finished packing our suitcases and went off to the foothills of Mt. Kilimanjaro for a night.
But the atmosphere was tense, especially with my mom. She snapped at my dad whenever he rushed
over a speed bump. When we checked into a rundown retreat center owned by Catholic nuns, and
learned there was no running water at night, my mom muttered something about how she never should
have married such a cheap man. She spent the day reading in her bed.
"Mom is tired and has a headache," my dad explained to Narshil and me, and we three went
exploring in the woods for the afternoon. In the evening, we crept quietly around our mom, not
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wanting to disturb her. I remember feeling annoyed that she was being so sensitive on one of our
last nights together. But how could I imagine what my mother must have been feeling that day,
understanding as she must have, as I couldn't have, how spaces can grow to separate a family, spaces
that would come to span across oceans and continents.
At home the next day, we gathered around the candle for the last time. A sense of sadness and
imminent loss had come upon all of us by then and we sat staring at the flickering light of the candle
in silence. Clearing his throat, my dad announced that we were going to have devotion time. "Let's sing
'Great is Thy Faithfulness,"' he suggested.

"Great is thy Jait!ifulness) 0 God my father!"
We got to the last verse: "Pardon for sin and apeace that endureth) thy own dear presence to cheer and to guide!
Strengthfor today and bright hope for tomorrow--" My mom choked up and, wiping her eyes, hurried out of
the living room. She returned in a few minutes, and after my dad read the Bible and spoke encouraging
words to me and N arshil, we bowed our heads to pray.
"Heavenly Father," began my dad. He paused and I peeked at him when he didn't continue.
Narshil scooted closer and leaned her head against my dad's shoulder, slipping her hand into his. My
dad looked up with shiny eyes and saw me staring at him. He let out a little laugh and drew my sister
closer to him. He sighed deeply.
"Narshil, will you pray instead?" he asked.
"Yup," she said. "Let's pray. Dear God, please watch over our family as we go to Kenya. Help
me and Nard to make friends and not to miss Mommy and Daddy too much. And also, please help
Mommy and Daddy not to be too sad. In your name we pray, amen."
''Amen," we echoed.
When we were being tucked into bed later, my mom hugged me and Narshil a few seconds longer
than usual, squeezing us into her chest.
"I love you, my daughters," she murmured into our hair.
"I love you too, Mommy," I replied.
"Me too," added Narshil.
She held us at arm's length, probing our faces. "I'm sorry I was so cranky this weekend," she said.
"It's okay. We understand," said Narshil. My mom smiled sadly and smoothed our hair down.
"Thank you."
She kissed us goodnight and left the room with the candle.
Hours afterwards, I still lay awake in bed, unable to fall asleep. I had no coherent thoughts in
my head, just a sense of fear and dread that was somehow stronger than the idea of thieves or ghosts.
Something was pushing me toward the dark chasm looming large and unknown outside my home,
and I wasn't ready. I tried to imagine the dorms and the new friends I would make, but all I could do
was ask God to slow down time, to keep the sun away for just a few more hours. Instead, the imam's
prayers, by now a familiar and comforting sound, started to drift over the sleeping neighborhood as the
deep night gave way to the dawn.
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When the stars started to fade and the sky was turning lavender blue, I made sure Narshil was still
breathing deeply in her sleep before slipping out from under the covers. I reached my legs over the bed
and my toes curled instinctively when they touched the cold cement floor. I padded noiselessly down
the dark hall, brushing my fingers along the wall to count the door frames until I reached my parents'
room. I slowly opened the door and my throat tightened when I saw the flame of the melted candle still
glowing steadily. I stood still as I fought back my tired, scared tears.
"Mommy," I whispered. The blankets rustled and my mom sleepily lifted her head and saw me.
"Come here, baby," she murmured, lifting her blanket. I didn't need more encouragement and
immediately crawled carefully under the mosquito net and into the bed.
I tucked myself snugly against my mom's broad, warm back, slipping my arm under hers, slinging
my leg over her hip. And as the sun began to rise, I fell into a deep, dreamless sleep.
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Apart
Julia Daining

I was once a sheep, shepherded
by time, perhaps providence,
if premade plans are providence. But
it was you that
led me, not fate,
along the Mediterranean-the salty
blue pasture that now
marks
our divide.
And I am
remembering your intent;

divided:

It's not that you
beckoned,

lied, but when you

your
eyes.

I followed.

I was the

wolf-the wolf was you

and

between. I bleed:

space

sheep, and the
the train
and the
the shepherd:

it

me

gave
to the
wolf's handno providence,
no plan

will let me
trust
hope
agam.
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Reiterate
Julia Daining

Would you, flower,
open if I could not
strike sound?
Or would you poise
presently- always is- because
there is no
was or
will be
without worded thought.

Do your
petals curl orange
only on my tongue?
Or has orange always been:
before "orange"
crossed air.
This: pronounced hope:
that you
curve silently
caress bending light
before articulation
deflowers,
that you are
before I say ityour poetry
more real than this.
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Recite for me Wilde
Ae Hee Lee

Recite for me Wilde, the story of The Nightingale and the Rose;
About that day when the muse saw her artist give his very first stroke
and in all foolishness stop his deed to miserably ponder upon
the missing piece in his autumn garden: a loving, red, red Rose.
Tell me how she, moved by the illusion of a baby fire that kindled,
sent her naff wings to the waning moon and wholly poured
her soul to the foam and then to the mermaiden on her amber stone,
but how neither of both could offer the bird what she wishfully sought.
I remember that she later found their fell ow mate beneath the window of May,
and that she, the beloved creature, pled and bargained for its treasure for hers.
However I also recall that the red rose tree looked down and shook its twisted beard
to merely say, "The blow of the storm has deprived me from any crimson today."
Yet she insisted and the old bush yielded and gave in to her earnest pry.
He offered her in exchange the true, thin road, which lead to a painful rite:
where the stiff thorn was to be through her skin and the red blood flow,
and where she, the departing nightingale, had to give her sweetest cry.
Now reveal to me why, Wilde, the nightingale did sing the night.
Tell me, what did she dream as the blushing prickle reached her breast inside?
I ignore the reason for the ungrateful wretchedness and its breaking drone
that was so quick to born and die as that crushed, red, red rose.
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They Call it Adolescence
Amy Hill

I write my own eulogy now, for
I die and am made new every day
There is no swift trial
No jury to bring justice
No sentence given to atone for my homicide
Just as no tearful joy
No worn, shaking, loving embrace
No wonder in first beholding greets my birth
I am alone in my solemn, strange grief
In the shifting mould of my brain, my self, my soul
There is no crevice left unravaged
No shred of me remains that is not yet brutalized by change
For I am
transcendental in my youth
expendable in my wisdom
untried in my passions
a blank canvas,
promiscuous to all who hold pen and pencil
Yet I am no infinite plane of untouched
Denied as I am the gift of published, complete
Something of me must die
Young, old-"gone" does not discriminate
To let something of you sketch on canvas
When the eraser is spent,
When I can make pure no more for the lead smears on paper too tried to bring thought,
Will you see me yet?
Will you know me still?
Or do I but exist in my living and dying
Am I a life or a perpetual homicide?
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Valley of the Sun
Adam Wolpa

calendula to tune
my nervous system,
which trickles and
drifts white, still
my center no
longer kaleidoscopes
a volcano, a night,
the violet flame for
spirit drums for
wolf songs
for dying
our horizons peak
with eternal tone
of pages, peeled
the empty mirror,
sri yantra

The Creeping Gait
Jake Schepers

These old haunts get older
and roam from town to town
as slow as receding glaciers.
They scavenge through
curbside trash bins smelling
of broiled muskeye
and Sunday's roast bee£
These crippled haunts hobble
down dark alleys in packs.
They sleep with hackles raised,
waiting
to pounce on my back,
to dig in with their teeth
and claws.
These places I carry with me,
or rather, they follow me home.
They behave more often than not
like three-legged strays,
the hounds that they are.
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